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Abstract. Real-time collaborative editing allows multiple users to edit shared documents at the same time from different places. Existing real-time collaborative editors rely on a central authority that stores user data which is a perceived privacy threat. In this paper, we present Multi-User Text Editor (MUTE), a peer-to-peer web-based real-time collaborative editor without central authority disadvantages. Users share their data with the collaborators they trust without having to store their data on a central place. MUTE features high scalability and supports offline and ad-hoc collaboration.

Introduction

Real-time collaborative editing allows multiple users to edit shared documents at the same time from different places and from different devices. It receives a lot of attention from both industry and academia, and gains in popularity due to the availability of free online services such as Google Docs and Etherpad. Real-time online collaborative editors have multiple benefits. Firstly, they provide a ready-to-use platform for all users to view and modify documents on their web browsers, without installing any software. Secondly, users co-contribute to shared documents in a fast and easy manner as merging of concurrent changes is automatic. Users do not need to manually deal with concurrent revisions and conflict resolution.

These real-time collaboration services rely on a central authority. This places confidential information contained in the shared documents in the hands of a single organisation. Users perceive it as a privacy threat. They have no control on the
usage of their data and may even lose their ownership after sharing them with the authority. These collaboration services generally rely on a centralised architecture that does not scale well in terms of the number of users as shown by Ignat et al. (2015); Dang and Ignat (2016). Moreover, users have to be connected in order to contribute to shared documents. Editors are neither offline capable, nor partition-tolerant: if users lose Internet connection, the changes they performed while they worked on isolation, are lost when they go back online. Furthermore, users cannot collaborate in an ad-hoc manner where they work separately in different subgroups and then synchronise their changes among subgroups.

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) collaboration eliminates disadvantages of systems based on a central authority. Users maintain their data and decide with whom to share it. P2P collaboration reduces the risk for privacy breach as only part of the protected data is exposed at any time. P2P collaboration is highly scalable. It supports a large number of users. It also supports online and offline collaboration as well as ad-hoc mode of collaboration. Users can intentionally split the group into separate subgroups. This enables implementing subgroup-scoped obliviousness such that some exchanged information in the subgroup is not disclosed to the rest of the group. For instance, a subgroup can privately brainstorm on modifications.

In this paper we present Multi-User Text Editor (MUTE), a P2P web-based real-time collaborative editor that supports ad-hoc collaboration. We first describe the different collaboration modes and then the demonstration we propose that highlights subgroup collaborations.

**Supported Collaboration Modes**

MUTE supports various modes of collaboration. The default one is the online mode. In this mode, all users join the editing session and collaborate on the document at the same time. Firstly, to set up a P2P network between browsers, MUTE relies on the WebRTC standard. It allows, using a participant discovery system known as signalling server, to connect peers and to broadcast messages. Secondly, to ensure high availability, participants hold a copy of the document. MUTE relies on a Conflict-free Replicated Data type (CRDT) proposed by André et al. (2013) to merge participant contributions. As shown in Shapiro et al. (2011), a CRDT ensures that participants that receive the same set of contributions in an arbitrary order from other users get a convergent view of the document without the need of extra exchanges. To make up for the unreliability of the network and to ensure that users get all contributions eventually, user contributions are exchanged using an anti-entropy mechanism such as presented by Demers et al. (1987).

In offline mode, users can continue working on their copy of the shared document while they have no Internet connection. When a user switches back to the online mode, an anti-entropy mechanism is performed and her local copy of the document is synchronised with the shared document.

To introduce the ad-hoc collaboration mode, we use the following example. Suppose four users Alice, Bob, Dave, and Carol collaborate on a project proposal
as shown in Figure 1a. Suppose that Alice and Bob have to attend a conference and they take a train together. Further suppose that during their travel Alice and Bob have no Internet connection to work online on the proposal. Alice and Bob can set up a Wi-Fi connection between them and collaborate during their travel on a copy of the proposal that will integrate contributions of these two users. In the meantime, Dave and Carol that had network connection contributed to the shared project as shown in Figure 1b. After their travel, when one of the users Alice or Bob has access to an Internet connection they can synchronise their changes with the ones of Dave and Carol as illustrated in Figure 1c. Changes of all users are integrated and they see the same view of the project proposal.

**Demonstration**

Our demonstration will illustrate this ad-hoc collaboration mode. We first set up a network of two wireless routers and one Raspberry Pi server. This server delivers the web editor code and acts as a signalling server. Alice, Bob, Carol, and Dave share a common document using MUTE. They connect their devices to one of the routers and access the same document URL. They download the web editor shown in Figure 2. Thanks to the discovery service, participants connect to each other and as shown in Figure 1a, they can edit the same document. In order to simulate the subgroup collaboration from Figure 1b, Alice and Bob will connect to another Wi-Fi network provided by our second router, while Carol and Dave will stay connected to the first one. As a result, the group of participants is divided into two subgroups. Participants of each subgroup are no longer connected to the participants of the other subgroup. Their modifications are only shared in their respective subgroup. After each subgroup performs several contributions to their copy, Alice and Bob reconnect to the first Wi-Fi network. Subgroups join into the initial group, as illustrated in Figure 1c. Then, users synchronise to get a convergent document. During the demonstration, we remove the server in order to

![Figure 1: Ad-hoc collaboration: (a) A group of users share a common document. (b) A partition occurred, collaboration continues within the two subgroups. (c) Subgroups join together and then users share their contributions.](image-url)
show that it is unnecessary once the editor downloaded and the P2P network established. Conference participants can join the collaboration by using their laptops or smartphones.

Conclusion

We presented MUTE, a P2P web-based real-time collaborative editor and we showed its advantages over existing collaborative editors relying on a central architecture: user control over their data, better scalability and support for online, offline, and ad-hoc collaboration modes.
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